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CONTACTS
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Business-centric GRCFor organisations running SAP
Improve Risk AwarenessBy enhancing the first line of defence
Accountability of RiskShift responsibility from IT
SAP Security ConsultingProfessional advisory security services
GRC Managed ServicesFor a holistic GRC capability





Business-centric GRC solutions for companies running SAP

Business-Centric GRC places the business user at the core of your GRC capability. It involves strengthening business accountability for access risk by adopting a business-oriented approach to all SAP security and GRC operations.

Soterion is passionate about building business-centric GRC solutions that enable your business users to be more effective in their access risk management activities. We do this by converting the technical GRC language into a language your business users can understand. This fosters more informed decision making and improves the organisation’s overall risk awareness.
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What are your GRC business objectives?
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Secure SAP solution

Access risk software together
with expert consulting tailored
to your organisation.
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Improve efficiencies

Reduce effort for SAP user support and GRC compliance tasks with process improvements and automations.
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Comply with regulations

Address data privacy by highlighting sensitive or personal data in SAP, and users who have access to it.
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Accountability of access risk

Convert technical GRC language into visual concepts that business users understand and own.











How can Soterion help you?

Soterion partners with organisations to address their SAP security requirements through a tailored approach. By comprehensively grasping their individual needs, we create customised GRC roadmaps, enabling organisations to maximise the returns on their GRC investments.
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Guided, step-by-step GRC maturity process

Use our proprietary GRC Maturity Model to benchmark your current GRC maturity level and Enhance your GRC capability.
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Used by over 150 clients around the world

Soterion has helped organisations for over a decade to extract maximum value from their GRC investments.
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Agile approach to integrated risk management

Move from no GRC access risk capability to full visibility, within 24 hours. Rapidly respond to dynamic business challenges.
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Powerful, size-sensible features

All the GRC features your business actually needs without complex, unnecessary functionality.
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Trusted by the big 4 global audit firms

Audit firms place trust in Soterion’s accurate and easy to use reporting, backed by excellent support.
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Total cost of
ownership

Lower cost of ownership with rapid implementation and cloud offerings. Flexible subscription options available.








Soterion’s business-centric solutions

	
Access Risk Manager
	
Basis Review Manager
	
Elevated Rights Manager
	
SAP License Manager
	
Periodic Review Manager
	
Central Identity Manager
	
Data Privacy Manager
	
Materialised Risk Manager

Access Risk Manager
The Access Risk Manager provides customers with the ability to identify their SAP access risk exposure using a user-friendly web application. Additional functionality includes risk remediation recommendations and the “What-if” Allocation Simulator. The Simulator will allow you to pre-empt risk bearing access prior to applying the change request in SAP, thus ensuring a pro-active approach to SAP access risk management.
LEARN MORE
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Basis Review Manager
SAP Basis Configurations provide system-level controls to secure an SAP system. The Basis Review Manager compares your SAP Basis Configuration to an industry best-practice set of rules. Since these configurations usually form part of an annual external audit, our Basis Review Manager allows you to be prepared, and will establish complete compliance to avoid adverse audit findings.
LEARN MORE
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Elevated Rights Manager
The Elevated Rights Manager grants sensitive fire-fighting access in an automated workflow-driven process, and enables your management team to perform a structured review of any activities that were performed during the Elevated Rights Access period.

LEARN MORE
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SAP License Manager
The SAP Licensing Manager provides you with the insight you need to tailor your SAP license agreement to your organisation’s specific requirements; ensuring optimal contract management and complete compliance whilst reducing unplanned and excess costs.
LEARN MORE
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Periodic Review Manager
Periodically reviewing your SAP user access, analysing the associated risks and evaluating the necessary controls will align your GRC capacity with your individual business targets. This process will significantly enhance the insight into your GRC environment, as well as being an audit and statutory requirement in many business environments.
LEARN MORE
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Central Identity Manager
The Central Identity Manager introduces the Business Role concept to improve efficiencies in the SAP user provisioning process. Standardisation of job functions across the organisation reduces complexity and the effort required to manage and review SAP user access.
LEARN MORE
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Data Privacy Manager
The Data Privacy Manager analyses all tables in SAP and highlights those that contain fields with personal or sensitive information, categorising the data by Data Domain and Subject.
LEARN MORE
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Materialised Risk Manager
Access risk reporting has evolved over the years, moving from identifying and highlighting potential risks to actual risks based on the use by an SAP user of the conflicting actions or functions. By extensively scrutinising the SAP transactional data, our Materialised Risk Manager enables organisations to continuously monitor those access risks that have materialised, ensuring a more effective access risk management capability.
LEARN MORE
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Trusted by customers worldwide
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What Our Clients Say



Jacolien Slabbert – IT Manager 

TSB Sugar

“The GRC process is a journey… Identify a partner such as Soterion, who understands your business requirements and can walk the journey with you.”




Peter Atkinson – Project Manager

Weir Minerals

“Soterion consulting was an absolute pleasure to work with. They not only have incredible knowledge in the SAP authorization and SAP GRC space, but their professionalism shone through throughout the project.”





Cuan Kloppers – CIO

Samancor Chrome

“We have achieved Full System Reliance from our external auditors for the first time in three years, thanks to Soterion’s SOD risk rule set.”






Basile Sepsakos – Head of IT

United Energy

“Soterion’s clean-up exercise allowed us to reduce our Segregation of Duties (SOD) count by 98% without any impact on business.”




Jacolien Slabbert – IT Manager 

TSB Sugar

“The GRC process is a journey… Identify a partner such as Soterion, who understands your business requirements and can walk the journey with you.”




Peter Atkinson – Project Manager

Weir Minerals

“Soterion consulting was an absolute pleasure to work with. They not only have incredible knowledge in the SAP authorization and SAP GRC space, but their professionalism shone through throughout the project.”




Cuan Kloppers – CIO

Samancor Chrome

“We have achieved Full System Reliance from our external auditors for the first time in three years, thanks to Soterion’s SOD risk rule set.”




Basile Sepsakos – Head of IT

United Energy

“Soterion’s clean-up exercise allowed us to reduce our Segregation of Duties (SOD) count by 98% without any impact on business.”












Visit our blog
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SAP Security & GRC Podcast (E17) – Security Risks and Opportunities of S/4HANA Transformations




 Soterion 

 March 8, 2024 



Watch/Listen to Soterion’s SAP Security & GRC podcast with host Dudley Cartwright, the show for… 


Read More
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 SAP Security & GRC Podcast (E16) – GRC Trends Report: The Rise of the Hybrid IAM/GRC Model (4-part series)




 Soterion 

 February 20, 2024 



Watch/Listen to Soterion’s SAP Security & GRC podcast with host Dudley Cartwright, the show for… 


Read More
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SAPinsider Las Vegas Conference – 19-21 March 2024




 Soterion 

 February 1, 2024 



The Soterion team is excited to announce that we will be exhibiting at the upcoming… 


Read More
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Stay informed

Receive news of events, webinars and SAP security and GRC related insights delivered to your inbox.

Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
Name *First
Last


Email *
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Business-centric GRC solutions for 
 companies running SAP.

Book A Demo
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We use cookies to make our website functional and collect non personal statistical data using Analytics. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
Cookie SettingsAccept All


Manage consent





Close






Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


Necessary


Always Enabled





Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.

 










Functional 


Functional







Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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Performance







Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.











Analytics 


Analytics







Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
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Advertisement







Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
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Others







Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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